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employment of the women, and accordingly regulations
were not infrequently made to ensure a good supply of
wool for their use. At Bristol, in 1346, no oiled wool
ready for carding and spinning might be sent out of the
town until the carders and spinners had had a chance
of applying for it; moreover, it might only be exposed
for sale on a Friday, and no middleman might buy it.1
Similarly at Norwich, in 1532, the butchers were ordered
to bring their woolfells into the market and offer them
for sale to the poor women who lived by spinning.2
When the clothmaking trade got into the hands of the
big capitalist clothiers, who gave out their wool to be
carded and spun, it became necessary to pass laws 3 to
ensure on the one hand that the workers'should do their
work faithfully, and not abstract any of the wool,4 and
on the other, that the masters should not defraud the
carders and spinners by paying them in food or goods 5
instead of in money, or by the use of false weights,
making women, for instance, comb-7-Jlb. of wool as
a * combing stone ', which should only contain 5 lb.6
Weaving was, of course, the most important of all
the processes in clothmaking. Reduced to its simplest
form, the weaver's loom consists of a horizontal7 frame,
Kent in 1390. De Banco, 519, in. 499. Another is found at Norwich
in 1401. Recs. of Norwich, ii. 22. They are represented in English
MSS. of the fourteenth century; e.g. the Luttrell Psalter and
Hoy. MS. to E. iv.
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